More than a network. More than a DFM.

Why Advisors partner Elgin
Joining Elgin's global network of Financial Advisors, a group of like-minded peers that enjoy the
best of many worlds may be the best thing you ever do.
• More than a network. More than a DFM; helping Advisors grow their businesses for 20 years.
• Retain control of your clients under your own identity or bene t from our global brand
• Comprehensive menu of services; choose the ones that help you the most

Secure your future
• Today. Bene t from long-term recurring income through increased client retention
• In retirement. Continue to bene t knowing your income is secure
• Beyond. Protect your legacy through securing that income for your bene ciaries

Protect your practice
• Avoid the pain of ‘too-good-to-be-true’ funds that have in icted losses on portfolios and practices through
in-depth due-diligence
• Be con dent that every asset chosen for your clients has been well researched and is best-in-class for risk
and performance
• True independence when it comes to asset selection. Assets are chosen solely with the client’s interest in
mind

Increase your income with modern products and services
• Low cost, low entry level investment platforms as well as traditional products
• Fully regulated DFM service with advisory, bespoke, and risk-rated portfolios
• Managed solutions for all your unit-linked clients

Build AUM to grow your fee income
• Fee-based solutions o ered alongside traditional methods will allow you to compete in the modern nancial
services landscape
• Regulated in Switzerland and across the European Union
• Access to our world-class team of investment managers who can assist with your clients' concerns

Increase your productivity
• Full back-o ce support, administration, business processing and commission tracking
• Superb online valuation tool for you and your clients to view holdings and performance at a glance
• Branding, technology and marketing support to build and enhance your identity

Full service client menu
• Portfolio management: An investment management team that understands your clients’ needs
• Fund Management: Grandmaster fund, designed to ll the void left by impossible-to- nd returns in the xed
interest space
• Research & Analysis: Sophisticated, detailed reports provided by certi ed Market Technicians and Actuaries
We have worked with International IFA's for 20 years so whether you want to come alone, or bring your team with
you, contact us today to see how we can help.
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Managing wealth responsibly, for a lifetime of security

A exible relationship
As an Advisor you can choose to operate under your own identity as a
‘Network Member’, or ours as an ‘Elgin Associate’, the choice is yours.
Either way you will have full access to all of our range of services and will
be able to choose the ones that help you run your business the way you
see t.
As a ‘Network Member’ operating under your own identity you will have
access to various ‘white-label’ services including the Zeus technology
portal, proposals, brochures etc. as well as the same privileges as an
‘Elgin Associate’.
All Associates and Members are industry professionals who have been
strictly vetted to ensure they reach the Elgin standards of knowledge and
competency. They are fully conversant with the range of structures and
strategies available. In-house training is available to bring you up to
speed.
The Advisor’s role is to:
•

Advise clients by guiding them to the most appropriate investment
structures and solutions

•

Walk clients through the process of deciding which Elgin service
suits them best

•

Establish and communicate clients risk pro le to the Portfolio
Management Team via the Elgin Investor Questionnaire

To support Advisors, Elgin provides a comprehensive back-o ce support
system of administrators and quali ed asset managers who recommend
speci c securities, provide technical data, research and analysis when
requested.
The Elgin role is to:
•

Select the underlying assets in accordance with the client’s risk
pro le

•

Execute trades and conduct all administrative duties involved in
the day-to-day management of the portfolio

•

Provide online support to enable Advisors to keep their clients
informed of management decisions, statements etc.
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Why investors choose Elgin
Accumulating, growing and preserving wealth are priorities for any
investor. So what is it that di erentiates Elgin and why do they choose
us?
• Independence
Assets are bought solely with the client’s interests in mind, not what others
push upon us, only those we truly believe add value to the portfolio
• Transparency
Simplicity and cost-awareness are at the heart of the Elgin investment
process. Clients will always know exactly what, where and why any
particular asset has been selected on their behalf.
• Quality
Seeking out those rare assets that tend to rise more than their
benchmarks on the way up, and fall less on the way down, is always a
priority.
• Accessibility
Online or personal, the choice is their’s. Either way there will always be
dependable assistance when needed. Professional portfolio managers
are also on hand to answer speci c technical queries.
• Diligence
Potential assets are evaluated for fees, bene ts and risk assessment prior
to investing to ensure only those most suitable are selected. Attention to
detail and key questions weed out the dogs.
There is no ‘one-size- ts-all’ when it comes to investing, however, our
client-centric service menu is designed to cater to most investors’ needs
and budgets.
• Regulation & Compliance
Elgin’s associated companies are licensed and regulated in Switzerland by
VQF and CySec in the European Union.
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Platforms and Banks
Demonstrate your independence and strength by always being in a
position to o er the right product to the right client every time.
Possibly the best incremental earnings opportunity in your arsenal is
access to our Internet-based investment platform service. Platforms have
grown to become among the world’s premier custodial methods in use
today with billions traded daily; largely due to cost and security.
•

Clients bene t from a low-cost platform combined with
relationship-managed personalised solutions

•

Advisors bene t from a fee-based service that allows them to
control their earnings from a combination of initial and ongoing
fees

•

A transparent, liquid account that suits most budgets

Elgin personnel on hand to assist Advisors and their clients with all
aspects of this type of account, including:

Private Banks

•

Selecting the appropriate service

•

Account opening procedures

•

Risk pro le and asset allocation

Private Banks operate at the other end of the spectrum specialising in
dealing with wealthier clients who have a need for services that we do not
come across every day. Their services can be quite complex so
personalised proposals are available upon request. Minimum initial
opening balance of $1,000,000
•

A comprehensive “ecosystem” of lawyers, duciaries,
accountants and other experts that operate alongside traditional
bank services

•

Combination of private and retail banking within one account

•

Elgin Advisory or Capital Management service can apply

Their services are extensive and can include arranging loans against
assets, futures and options contracts, bespoke Structure Notes, Private
Equity and much more.
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Reduced fees and security are two of the most sought after features when
it comes to helping investors achieve the returns they seek in today’s
extremely low interest rate environment.
In conjunction with a leading custodian, Elgin now delivers a low-cost,
superior online account to meet demands by providing a totally
transparent, fee-based service.
• Relationship-managed personalised solutions
• Very low expense ratios that maximise returns
• 100% penalty-free liquidity
Execution-only accounts have been around for years; today’s technology
is extremely e cient, reliable and above all - secure. However, we nd
many investors are not totally comfortable with these types of accounts
for a number of reasons, including:
• Some Investors get absorbed by the technology and forget they are
using real money
• There is no relationship between an online account holder and a
professional manager, leaving investors isolated when it comes to
investment decisions
• Novices not familiar with the intricacies of capital markets can make
costly mistakes
The platform we use is designed with the professional manager in mind,
which is why our continued presence overcomes these issues by being
available throughout the entire process, including;
• Account opening procedure
• Personalised risk pro le assessment and asset allocation
• Ongoing management, advice, support and reporting
We issue instructions on the investor’s behalf via multiple exchanges
around the world all from a single account that provides market data 24
hours a day for:
• Stocks, Bonds, ETF’S & CEF’S
• Derivatives
• Foreign Exchange
Cost-e ciency is one of the most prominent features of internet based
platform accounts. Whether it is deploying spare cash, or retirement
planning, investing is a serious business so every percentage point saved
counts when it comes to results.
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Portfolio analysis
Another extremely powerful sales tool is objective, detailed portfolio
analysis by quali ed professionals, a service that very few advisors are in a
position to provide.
It is designed primarily to establish whether a prospective client’s existing
portfolio matches their stated risk pro le and understanding of what they
own. Quality of the securities within and their suitability for inclusion also
comes under scrutiny.
Our many years of conducting due-diligence makes us uniquely positioned
to assess the many attributes of securities and products that are not
obvious from a fact sheet.
Some of the factors we will assess and comment on are:
•

Asset allocation vs. the stated risk pro le

•

Performance of individual securities vs. their peers

•

Suitability and quality of each security

Following assessment we will be in a position to question any issues that
are highlighted and that we feel are in need of attention, such as:
•

Liquidity. How easily can each asset be sold if cash is required
and what (if any) penalties apply?

•

Fees. Is there a more e cient alternative security that can
perform the same function at a reduced cost to boost
performance?

•

Structure. Does the account type and jurisdiction meet the
client’s needs and understanding?

Analysis is generally accompanied by a proposed solutions document to
address the areas highlighted.
Portfolio Analysis requests are available via Zeus for portfolios in excess of
$100,000
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Optional 'White Label' Branding
Brand your own automated proposals and portfolio analysis to provide clarity and direction

Comprehensive statements and detailed valuations available 24/7 that keep you and you clients informed

Business cards, e-mail addresses, stationary, and brochures to take advantage of an established brand

Managing wealth responsibly, for a lifetime of security

Zeus is a proprietary, comprehensive client administration and portfolio
management system designed to keep Advisors and their clients fully
informed at all times regarding portfolio movements and performance.
In addition you can view all of your clients values and total AUM making
it easy to value and audit your business.
Zeus o ers the following information:

🔐

•

Value of each portfolio with performance of each asset held

•

Generate bespoke client statements

•

View asset and currency allocation

•

Individual portfolio performance versus various indices

•

Market information and investment reports

•

Investment strategy factsheets

•

Generate proposals & analysis requests

•

Strategy fact-sheets & automated proposals

•

Track commission with online statements

•

Custodian literature

•

Elgin documents and forms

Zeus is fully integrated with all of the custodians Elgin uses allowing
Advisors and their clients to view each of the portfolios we manage in
one simple, easy-to-read format.
Elgin takes every precaution to ensure your online experience is safe.
Zeus is protected by SSL (Secure Sockets Layers) technology with a
256-bit encryption. This security level is the standard used by many
nancial institutions worldwide.
Data exchange between a user and Zeus is encrypted and encapsulated
and cannot be read or decoded by a third party. No nancial
transactions can be carried out on the system.
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Client Services Summary
Capital Builder
Regular savings account providing access to risk-rated ETF portfolios managed by
specialist managers within pre-determined parameters set by the Elgin Investment
Committee.
•
•
•
•

Available via Interactive Brokers only
Minimum investment of 10,000 $/€/£ plus scheduled contributions from 1,500 $/€/£
Strategies are managed and rebalanced quarterly to maintain the asset allocations
New monies received will be allocated quarterly

Capital Management Lite
The same range of ETF portfolios as ‘Capital Builder’ from 25K $/€/£ suitable for
investors who wish to choose from a range of managed portfolios with a single
premium with ad-hoc additional investments.
•
•
•
•

Available via Interactive Brokers only
Minimum investment of 25,000 $/€/£ +optional ad-hoc contributions of 5,000 $/€/£
Strategies are managed and rebalanced regularly to maintain the asset allocations
New monies received will be allocated upon receipt

Capital Management
Bespoke portfolios, micro-managed by a specialist manager according to an agreed
risk-pro le within pre-determined parameters set by the Elgin Investment Committee.
• Available via Interactive Brokers, life companies and private banks
• Minimum initial investment of 100,000 $/€/£ +optional ad-hoc contributions of
5,000 $/€/£
• Strategies managed and rebalanced whenever necessary to maintain the asset
allocations
• New monies received will be allocated upon receipt
Direct access to portfolio managers for queries regarding rationale and investment
decisions. May include individual shares or bonds and a degree of input from the
client to take in to consideration preferences and potential restrictions.
Advisory+
For investors that wish to maintain control of their assets; they will have direct access
to the Elgin Portfolio Management Team to make educated, informed investment
decisions. This service is speci cally designed for sophisticated investors that know
where, and how much they want to invest but understand the value of our opinions,
information, research and analysis.
•
•
•
•

Available via Interactive Brokers, life companies and private banks
Minimum initial investment of $500,000 or currency equivalent
Suggestions are made in accordance with the client’s risk pro le
Final decision on choice of security and timing is the client’s

Income Portfolios, Emerging Markets, Best Ideas and Unit-linked Management
Service
Available on request
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Elgin Group
Neuhofstrasse 8
6340 Baar
Switzerland

T:
F:
E:
W:

+41 41 760 5442
+41 41 761 9225
info@elginassociates.com
www.elginassociates.com

Disclaimer:
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Elgin Group LLC is regulated in Switzerland by VQF; registration number 12814. This document provides information about
Elgin Group, its products and services. The information and material in this document, and any opinions contained herein do
not purport to be full or complete. Products and services contained do not take into account individual client circumstances,
objectives, or needs and are not intended as recommendations of particular securities. All investments in securities are subject
to market risks and there is no assurance or guarantee that the objectives of any products and/or services will be achieved.
Market value of investments can go up or down depending on the various factors and forces a ecting the securities markets.
Yield or a fund’s past performance should not be considered as a reliable indication or guarantee of future yield or results.
Elgin Group LLC does not assure or guarantee any returns on any investments or services recommended by it. O er document
and terms and conditions of such products should be read and understood carefully by the investor before making any
investment decisions.

